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OPTIMISE YOUR GRAMMAR | Higher1

Optimise B1

B1

Present simple, present continuous, 
stative verbs

1  Complete the conversations with the 
correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1 A:  What        Jim        like? 
(look)

 B:  He has short, curly hair and brown eyes. 

2 A:  Which girl is your cousin? 

 B:  The one who        the green shirt. 
(wear)

3 A:  What        you        at the 
moment? Are you free? (do)

 B:  No, I’m not. I’m looking after my cousins. 

4 A:  Who is that? 

 B:  My friend Claire. She        near here, 
but she’s staying with me. (not live)

5 A:  What is Tom like? 

 B:  He’s friendly and funny but he        
football. (hate)

2  Complete the sentences using the 
words given and any other words needed.

1 Your hair is far too long.   
  (You / really / need / haircut !) 

2 (I / often / to the cinema)   
  on Friday evenings. 

3 (Karen / always / seem / shy)   
 , even when she’s with her friends. 

4 My uncle is tall. (He / dark hair)   
 . Today he’s wearing a hat.

5 The teacher   
  (believe / you / sick / yesterday)

Quantifiers
3  Find the ONE mistake in each sentence and 

correct it. 
1 Forensic artists need each good drawing skills 

and good people skills.       

2 OK everyone, you have enough of information 
now. You can start the test.       

3 I’m sorry, but I don’t know how many this tablet 
costs.       

4 A small number of rain fell in the night, but I 
don’t think it was enough to cause any problems.       

5 Most boy in my class loves football, so we can 
always play at break time.       

6 Every the people in my class are hardworking 
and dependable.       

4  Complete the second sentence so that it has 
a similar meaning to the first. Use no more 
than three words. 

1 At school, we use various websites to research 
information for projects. 

At school, we use              of 
websites to research information for projects.

2 I could find hardly any information on the 
internet about this event.

I could find              about this 
event on the internet. 

3 All the students have to hand in their mobile 
phones before an exam.

Before an exam each              to 
hand in their mobile phone.

4 I’d like to join one or two clubs next year.

There are              I would like 
to join next year.

5 A lot of teenagers wear their hair very short 
these days.

             wear their hair long 
these days.

Unit round-up
5  Complete the dialogue with one or 

two words in each gap.

Sheila: OK Tim, this is the club. As you can see, 
everyone here loves playing board games. 

Tim: It’s fantastic! The club at my last school was 
tiny, so it’s great to see so (1)        
people here.

Sheila: It’s a good club and we play in a  
(2)        competitions too, so we 
practise when we can. Chess (3)        
more and more popular so the club is 
growing quite fast.

Tim: Brilliant. Hey, I (4)        the people 
at table one. They’re Jack and Carla from 
our class, aren’t they?

Sheila: That’s right. At table two, Katya, our current 
champion, (5)        against Archie. 
They’re (6)        very serious 
players but they’re very popular too.

Tim: What about table four? They  
(7)        to be about to finish.

Sheila: Oh, that’s Tina and Mike. Mike  
(8)        the club secretary so he 
looks after the administration. 

Tim: Great. I’m looking forward to joining. 

Sheila: (9)        you        to play 
chess?

Tim: Absolutely! Just remember I haven’t played 
(10)        recently, so I might be a 
little slow to start with.
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